(1) t, = g ankSk possesses at least one limit point in the finite plane; and it was counter-conjectured that for every regular Toeplitz matrix A there exists a sequence sn such that the sequence f, of equation
(1) tends to infinit.y monotonically.
It is the purpose of the present note to report that both conjectures are false and to prove a consolation theorem regarding the first conjecture.
The notation of equation (1) Here the matrix A is not required to be row-finite, and if the sequence sn is chosen (as in the proof of Theorem 1) so as to tend to infinity with reckless rapidity, there is danger that the transformation A does not apply to the sequence (the transformation A applies to the Received by the editors October 7, 1946, and, in revised form, March 7, 19471 stquence sn ij the sum C&anpc exists in the om%zary sense when n is ~&cie&y large). Let c be a constant such that ~~I,,Ia,,kl <c/S for all n. (Note: this implies that ~15.) Integers ml, al, rn2, nat 9 --, mrr nr, -* * can be chosen successively so that when rs > nt, and so that generally 5 1 G&k j < l/c' whenn~;rtt,~(r=1,2,.~';rto=~), k-%+1 g 1 auk 1 < l/5 when s > n, (I = 1, 2, s + 4 ).
The sequence sn is now chosen according to the rule Sk = (1 -i-l/c)' when ~~-1 < k i; mr (r = I, 2, ' b . ; r)to = -1).
TO see that the transform of this sequence tends to infinity, observe that when nr-i <n 5 nr (Y = 2, 3, * ' * ); . If A is a regular Toeplitz matrix, there exists a sequence s,, such that t, = p,,eQa, with 1imR400Pn = 00 and lim,,J, = 0.V the matrix A ks also real, the sequence s,, can be chosen so that the sequence t,, is real and positive.
In the inequality governing the choice of n,, the constant l/S must be replaced by a quantity that tends to zero as r becomes large. Also, the growth of sn must be so slow that the ratio between the coefficients of CY, and fin respectively tends to unity as r becomes large (this can be achieved by choosing Sk= (1 f l/~)~"' when VZ,-~ <K SK). Since limn,(on+fln) =1 and /3,, is bounded, the theorem then follows immediately.
In every regular Toeplitz matrix, the early and the late elements in each row are small. Roughly speaking, the rate of growth of the sequence constructed above (and therefore the rate of growth of the transformed sequence) is retarded by the slowness with which the early and the late elements tend to zero. The proof of the following theorem indicates that this retarding effect is not a mere accident of the construction; the theorem itself salvages a portion of the conjecture that gave occasion to this note.
is a red function such that Iim,,J(n) = to, there exists a regular Toeplitz matrix A such thod, for every sequence s,, to which the transformation A is applicable, the inequality (2) I L I < f(n)
is satis$ed for infinitely many Values of la,
The theorem asserts that there exist regular transformations that transform every sequence to which they are applicable either into a sequence with at least one finite limit point, or else into a sequence whose terms tend to infinity (in absolute value) with arbitrary slowness independent of the sequence. The following matrix satisfies the promise of the theorem: If n is even, an,% = 1 when k =n/2, and otherwise an,+= 0. If n is odd, ank'l when k=(n-1)/2; anb=O when k<(n-'1)/2;whenk>(n-1)/2, a,& takes the value zero except when k has one of the values k1, KS, * * * about to be described. The number k, (1=1, 2, . * * ) is chosen so that f(k,) > 2'; and if n is odd and k+>(n-1)/2, &k, = 2-r. Suppose now that s,, is a sequence such that the inequality (2) does not hold infinitely often. Because of those rows of A that contain only one nonzero element, it is necessary that 1 Sk\ Zf(k) for all sufficiently large k. This implies that for odd values of n the formal series c &,a,,ksk contains infinitely many terms whose absolute value exceeds unity, and the transformation A cannot be applicable to the sequence sIP. THEOREM 4. There exists a regular Toeplitz matrix A such that the sequence 1 t, 1 d oes not increase monotolzically for any sequence sn.
Example:
If n is even, choose an?%= 1 when k=n/2, otherwise a,,k = 0, If n is odd, choose a, k = 1 -l/n when k = (n-1)/2, otherwise ank = 0.
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